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Create your Signature style with new
textured grains, stunning patterns
and inspiring colour palettes.

1.

Colour Edit
Page 04
Offering copious palette possibilities,
Colour Edit introduces a host of rich
and delicate hues to enhance your floor.

2.

Wood Grains
Page 11
With organically inspired texture and a
beautiful array of tones, there’s a perfect
grain for every space.

3.

Trace
Page 14
A contemporary combination of
ceramic and wood textures in a wide
range of soft, neutral tones.

4.

Tempus
Page 15
Inspired by ceramics and stone, this
harmonious palette is designed to bring a
touch of calm to your space.

5.

Laying Patterns
Page 16
From traditional elegance to daring
geometry, explore our innovative
collection of laying patterns.
DC397 Diffusion Lux, Diffusion Chambray and Stucco Flax in Passo Mini laying pattern – Designers’ Choice
Cover image:
DC392 Stucco Flax, Diffusion Chambray, Diffusion Lux and Modernist Spire in Edge laying pattern – Designers’ Choice
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The full Colour Edit palette
Create your unique flooring vision with 25 expertly crafted shades, refined and
developed to effortlessly complement one another or stand beautifully alone.

New
Colour
Edit
With a perfect balance
of subtlety and drama,
Colour Edit delivers an
array of appealing choices.

A bespoke laying pattern showcasing the full palette of 25 colours (size 6x6") – Colour Edit

4

Order free
samples at
amtico.com

Modernist Spire
AR0AMN38

Diffusion Lux
AR0ADF38

Stucco Sage
AR0AUC81

Stucco Quartz
AR0AUC15

Stucco Hay
AR0AUC17

Stucco Pebble
AR0AUC38

Stucco Cave
AR0AUC13

Diffusion Verdigris
AR0ADF81

Encaustic Calcite
AR0AEN11

Stucco Putty
AR0AUC30

Modernist Lintel
AR0AMN31

Diffusion Chambray
AR0ADF39

Modernist Atrium
AR0AMN81

Diffusion Blush
AR0ADF15

Modernist Frame
AR0AMN30

Modernist Vault
AR0AMN13

Stucco Flax
AR0AUC39

Encaustic Tourmaline
AR0AEN89

Encaustic Mineral
AR0AEN25

Stucco Clay
AR0AUC47

Diffusion Charcoal
AR0ADF13

Stucco Indigo
AR0AUC91

Encaustic Kyanite
AR0AEN83

Encaustic Umber
AR0AEN44

Encaustic Jasper
AR0AEN45
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Warm
underfoot
and easy
to clean

Colour
Crush
Make your floor the focus,
with a touch of curated
colour and artistic flair.
Bring your floor to life with the
beauty of ceramic tile designs
and the practicality of LVT.

DC403 Modernist Frame, Stucco Putty, Encaustic Umber and Encaustic Mineral with Tempus Echo stripping
in Frame Small laying pattern – Designers’ Choice

Daring or demure, adding
pops of colour effortlessly
enhances your space.

Lively colour shouldn’t be confined to walls.
Our new Colour Edit collection offers a
beautiful array of hues to play with. From rich
emerald tones to soft plaster pinks, Colour Edit
brings your floor into the limelight.
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Be inspired by new Colour Edit

Fill your home with colour

Diffusion

Modernist

With five fresh pastel shades and
a soft chalky texture, Diffusion
brightens schemes with its delicate
hues. A gentle palette that’s suitable
for a variety of spaces.

Developed through studies of Brutalist
architecture, Modernist’s five colourways
are inspired by light patterns on concrete,
creating tonal shifts that give way to soft
angles and a multitude of layers.

Colours (left to right) | Diffusion Lux, Diffusion Blush, Diffusion Verdigris, Diffusion Chambray, Diffusion Charcoal

Stucco

Stucco is softly textured for a fine,
sophisticated finish. Nine hues,
ranging from mottled watercolours to
soft concretes and dry plaster, create
the perfect tool for experimentation.

Colours (left to right) | Stucco Quartz, Stucco Putty, Stucco Sage, Stucco Hay, Stucco Clay,
Stucco Pebble, Stucco Cave, Stucco Flax, Stucco Indigo

Colours (left to right) | Modernist Spire, Modernist Frame, Modernist Lintel, Modernist Atrium, Modernist Vault

Encaustic

Bring earthy, raw texture to
your space with Encaustic’s six
colourways, influenced by the
saturated tones of minerals, marble
and semi-precious stones.

Colours (left to right) | Encaustic Calcite, Encaustic Mineral, Encaustic Kyanite,
Encaustic Tourmaline, Encaustic Umber, Encaustic Jasper

amtico.com | 0121 745 0800
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Order free
samples at
amtico.com

New
Wood
Focus on...
Verbier Oak
Dusky greys combined with
warm undertones create a
stunning, contemporary shade
to suit any interior. One of
many new grains, expertly
designed to energise your home.

Get the look

Try our Room
Visualiser at
amtico.com

Pair with rich brown shades and
light neutral paints to bring out
the character of Verbier Oak and
create a truly rustic interior.

Wood has a new
lease of life - pair
authentic grain
finishes with intricate
laying patterns for a
contemporary look.

signature
style
DC322 Verbier Oak in French Weave laying pattern – Designers’ Choice
10
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New
Grains
Craft an inviting space with our
new collection of grains.
Our new woods are beautifully
defined to pair with any palette.

THREE NEW

Surface
Textures

Continental Oak

Rich caramel hues for traditional interiors.

Sawn Wood

Tinted Wood

Winter Oak

Pastel Pine

Distinct cross cut texture with varied grains.

An exciting range of
surface textures that
have been designed and
developed to perfectly
enhance the product
for authentic results.

Subtle and sophisticated colour washes.

Charming, versatile mid-tones.

Cool and dynamic Scandinavian style.

Suitable
for
underfloor
heating

Natural
Wood

1. Natural Wood
Carrying a polished time-worn
quality, Natural Wood's dense details
are perfectly suited to traditional
oaks or contemporary grains.
2. Rustic Wood
A beautiful surface with reclaimed
characteristics, Rustic Wood
effortlessly enhances any aged grain.
3. Earthen Plaster
Crafted and tactile, Earthen Plaster's
subtle markings capture the beauty
of hand-worked ceramics. Enhancing
tiles' timeless and contemporary style.

3

Earthen
Plaster

amtico.com | 0121 745 0800
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2

Rustic
Wood

Introduce a winning combination

Achieve the perfect balance

New
Trace

New
Tempus

An innovative combination
of ceramic and wood effect.
Trace showcases the earthy
undertones of wood while
highlighting soft ceramic
hues for a modern finish.

A new ceramic look for 2019.
Serene, soothing and inspired
by the beautiful qualities of
stone, Tempus explores the space
between ceramic and stone.

Try our Room
Visualiser at
amtico.com

Order free
samples at
amtico.com

Trace allows you to opt for
fusion flooring with five distinct
colourways that seamlessly
incorporate contemporary tones
and nuanced textures.
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New
Laying
Patterns

Choosing the right laying
pattern has dramatic
impact, adding excitement
to open-plan living or
enhancing small spaces.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Ribbon Pleat

Halcyon Pleat

Frame

Passo

With subtle chevron angles
and delicately sized planks,
Ribbon Pleat widens spaces
and adds classic interest.

With its large scale and
simple angles, Halcyon Pleat
adds character and charm
to open-plan living spaces.

A striking effect with both
subtle and bold hues.
Frame adds an architectural
aesthetic to even the
simplest of schemes.

An elegant pattern with
simple detailing, Passo sits
beautifully as both a full
floor and as a rug feature.

delicate

subtle

iconic

playful

six of the best...

amtico.com | 0121 745 0800
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Try our Room
Visualiser at
amtico.com

Feeling
Inspired?

Make an eclectic
statement with an abstract
pattern or opt for more
subtle and traditionally
elegant styling.

We have plenty more patterns,
colours and inspiring interiors
to get your creativity flowing.
Take the next step in finding
your perfect bespoke floor.
Order free
samples at
amtico.com

Your local retailer

Your local Amtico Flooring specialist can
help make your flooring dreams a reality.

Room Visualiser

5.

6.

Aspekt

Edge

A considered variant of the
classic brick pattern, with
sharp geometric edges for a
striking repeat.

Contemporary and
versatile; in varying colour
combinations, Edge
carries both drama and
sophistication.

geometric

refined

Try the products and laying patterns
that suit your home with our unique
Room Visualiser.

Order samples

Order free samples in advance to see
how they work in your space.

Order a brochure

Order a brochure and browse our full
collection of beautiful floors.

amtico.com
0121 745 0800
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Follow our social accounts
for daily inspiration,
beautiful interiors and
insider updates.

amtico.com

MLIT.BRU.R9.LB

